Scenes from Friday

- He’s back! Alan Miller, founder of AMD Lasers, recently announced he has bought back the company from DENTSPLY. Stop by the booth, No. 404, to learn more.

- Eric Townsend of i-CAT shows off the newest member of the company’s family of cone beam 3 D imaging products, the i-CAT FLX MV (medium field of view), at booth No. 2016.

- Founder of Paperless Dentists, Tushar Kothalkar, right, Jennifer Le, left, and Akash Malla share with attendees the benefits of ‘going paperless’ at booth No. 2242. Stop by and ask about the company’s show special.

- WaterPik, booth No. 1520, has a host of new products, including the WaterPik Aquarius professional water flosser.

- CDA attendees take time between educational sessions and visiting the exhibit hall for a quick bite to eat.

- Learn more about LED Imaging from the folks in the green shirts at the LED Dental booth, No. 426.

- Join Matt Plasch in a Plinko style game at the Patterson booth, No. 1026. You could win up to $300 in your Patterson account.

- Nadia Al-Rawi of Santa Rosa, Calif., tests out the options in micro optics by Orascoptic at booth No. 1708.

- The Canary System’s Doug Gillespie, vice president of sales and marketing, shows off the system in the company’s booth, No. 2410. Gillespie said the Canary System detects tooth decay along the margins of restorations, including amalgam and composite resins.
See What’s NEW at Booths 2022 and 819

LED DayLite NanoCam HD™
Enhancing Digital Dentistry

2.5x, 3.5x and 4.5x lens system to document and record from the dentist’s perspective
HiDef 1080p Video Capture
Still Photos in Live or Playback Mode
Hands Free Operation

Plus –

NEW Nike Retro Frames
Available in Tortoise, Black and Translucent Gray

LED DayLite NanoLite™
1/3 the weight of competing systems
Telescopes, Light and Cable shown here weigh less than 60 grams

NEW DVI Sport Frames
Wrap Around Design
Available in Two Sizes and Six Colors

Booths 2022 and 819
Enhancing digital dentistry

By Designs for Vision Staff

See the “Visible Difference”® digitally with Designs for Vision’s new HD digital video camera.

The NanoCamHD™ records magnified, 1,080-pixel, high-definition images from the operator’s perspective. The complete system includes 2.5x, 3.5x and 4.5x lens systems to match the magnification you are using, providing a true user’s point of view.

As an added feature, still photographs can be taken from live video feed or during playback mode. The video or still images can be uploaded into a patient file, included in a presentation or course or shared with a colleague or laboratory for collaborative consultations.

The NanoCamHD complete system includes a color-corrected ULTRA Mini LED DayLite® headlight. The combination headlight/NanoCamHD weighs 1.1 ounces and can be attached to your loupes or worn on a lightweight headband.

The system also includes a foot pedal to allow for hands-free operation of the record/pause, mute/unmute and still photography features.

For best results, combine the NanoCamHD with Designs for Vision’s dental telescopes. Matching true magnification levels of 2.5x, 3.5x or 4.5x will produce the most realistic simulation from the user’s perspective. The NanoCam can also be attached to the new Nike® Retro frames or the new DVI Sport frames.